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Corpus Bibliometrics  Qualitative Text Analysis 

Research design: Exploring socio-political discourses in modelling 

literature  
In the following, we describe in detail the research design on which the TATuP-Article “The politics of 

models: Socio-political discourses and narratives in modelling of energy transition and transnational 

trade policies” is based. The research design combines bibliometric analyses and qualitative text 

analysis of scientific journal articles (see Figure 1). We start with the corpus construction (including 

the step-by-step process of constructing the two search strings and a discussion on the strategies 

used) and then describe the bibliometric analyses we conducted and lastly explain the qualitative text 

analysis. 
 

Figure 1. Research Design (own illustration) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Corpus Construction 
 

1.1 Overview 
For the bibliometric analysis, we constructed a text corpus for each domain, consisting of 

scientific texts that specifically deal with (developing, applying, or reflecting rather than merely 

referring to) computational modelling in relation to the respective domain. After several tests with a 

range of data bases (Scopus, Web of Science, Google Scholar) we opted for Scopus as the basis. We 

conducted the SCOPUS query in the period March-May 20191. We limited the type of documents to 

‘articles and reviews’ as these generally provide the most complete and consistent data sets as well 

as abstracts to analyse (compared to conference proceedings or book chapters). Moreover, we set 

the year 2018 as the end date to secure replicability of the search and selected English as the language 

of the documents. The Scopus output data consisted of titles, abstracts, keywords, and references 

meta-data. After having decided on the final search string for each corpus (see next sections), we 

downloaded the following information in CSV format from the SCOPUS database: citation information, 

abstract & keywords, other information: references. The corpus for the domain ‘energy transition’ 

consisted of 1242 articles, and the corpus for ‘transnational trade policy’ included 1834 articles. 

Subsequently, we carried out bibliometric analyses and qualitative text analyses for each corpus 

individually.  

                                                           
1
 There can be small deviations in the reproduction of the search query due to potential updates in the SCOPUS database since 

our analysis, but these are not significant and should not affect the overall reproducibility of the results presented.  
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1.2 Construction of the search string in detail 
 

Completeness and Terminology: Between ‘Relevance’ and ‘Noise’ 

When developing the search string a crucial stage is deciding on which key words to use and which to 

leave out (even though some may theoretically be relevant). The aim is to reach a balance between 

relevance and noise (Gabrielatos 2007). Some terms, when added bring a lot of relevant results and 

very little ‘noise’ (i.e., irrelevant, off-topic results). On the other hand, other key terms increase the 

level of ‘noise’ considerably, while providing limited advantages in terms of relevance. Subsequently, 

on this basis the decision to include or leave out terminology is justified. Moreover, due to the large 

number of ambiguous terms
2
, striking a balance between increasing the number of relevant results 

and lowering the level of ‘noise’ is difficult.  

After multiple exploratory tests with search strings in SCOPUS, it was determined that the term 

“model” is the most problematic. The reasons stem mainly from its widely uses, in terms of frequency, 

contexts, and meaning, not only referring to computer models but conceptual models as well, and 

therefore leading to a high degree of noise, i.e., irrelevant results. On the other hand, the term 

“model” is inescapable and therefore necessary to be included as, without it, an entire range of 

relevant literature would be excluded. The combination ‘computational model’ in contrast is only used 

by a minority of authors and therewith misses a high number of relevant articles, challenging the 

completeness of the corpus. Moreover, we found that authors frequently name a specific modelling 

approach or tool without referring to the generic terms. Therefore, the challenge is to refine the terms 

“model” and “modelling” in order to gather relevant results as much as possible.  

Therefore, the construction of the search string demanded an iterative approach that included several 

strategies, which can only be presented cursorily here. Extensive background research revealed a list 

of modelling approaches and tools in the field (mainly based on review articles). We tested and 

compared broader and narrower search strings in regards to the noise and completeness they 

produce. The construction of a term map (see below) of the preliminary corpora served to identify 

relevant and problematic terms. A check was performed in SCOPUS for such terms, comparing the 

searches (with/without) to ascertain a ratio between relevance and ‘noise’. If the result is in favor of 

relevance, then the term was included. We further screened the publication lists of key authors (in 

the preliminary corpora) to explore and triangulate whether the search string missed relevant 

literature. The refinement further included an exclusion list - terminology that includes (or is related 

to) “model” but is irrelevant for our search. The list was constructed in multiple steps and underwent 

multiple rounds of verification, as described below. Also significant, is that if a term is not included in 

the string, it can still appear in the search (i.e., the list is not exclusive to the terms in the string). The 

final search string includes both positive and negative Boolean operators.  

 

  

                                                           
2
 These are terms that are usually broadly used within multiple literature strands and included both in relevant and irrelevant 

results. Differentiating between the two is not always possible without sacrificing relevant results. Sometimes such 

ambiguous terms are included when after a relevance check it is proven that relevance is increase more than the level of 

‘noise’.  
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Step-by-step Process of Constructing the Search Strings 

The search queries were constructed in several steps: 

1. First a very broad search string was used, which included only two sets of components 
connected by the Boolean operator AND. The sets include two broad modelling terms (model* 
AND simulat*) and broad terms related to the Energy and Trade cases.  

2. This search revealed a large number of results, which were then refined and analyzed further. 
Using the abstract and keywords information, a term map based on the key phrases was 
constructed in VosViewer. A second step in VosViewer consisted of listing all terms related to 
the key word “model”, regardless of usage. Two lists were constructed in this step: one with 
relevant modelling terms and one with irrelevant usages of the term “model”. These two lists 
are the starting point for two strategies: search by exclusion (AND NOT List) and a positive 
search using specific modelling terms (OR List). Both have advantages and disadvantages and 
were used together to yield the highest number of relevant articles with the lower possible level 
of noise. Additional manual review of the results increases the overall reliability of the search 
results. 

3. Search by exclusion: the relevant phrases together with the excluded terminology (using the 
AND NOT Boolean operator) were included in the Scopus search string, increasing the overall 
relevance of the results.  

4. Specific OR-List search: after performing an in-depth scan of the AND NOT List results, the 
positive OR List was extended to include to the highest possible extent all the relevant modelling 
approaches and specific terminology.  

 

Energy Case Corpus – Complete search term  

The final energy case search string revealed 1248 publications (in May 2019), with respective 

limitations in years, publication type, source type. 

((TITLE-ABS-KEY ( "model*" OR "simulat*" ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY( {MESSAGE} OR {INVERT} OR {energy 

scenario tool STREAM} OR {POLES global energy model} OR {Energy Systems model (POLES)} OR {POLES 

(Prospective Outlook on Long-term Energy Systems} OR {Computable General Equilibrium model} OR {ANFIS} 

OR {Dymola} OR {Modelica} OR {TIMES Energy system Model } OR {TIMES Energy systems Model} OR {TIMES-

based bottom-up energy model} OR {TIMES energy system model} OR {JRC-EU-TIMES} OR {UK TIMES} OR 

{TIMES modeling} OR {TIMES modelling} OR {TIMES based energy system model} OR {TIMES-Norway} OR 

{TIAM} OR {The University College London TIMES Integrated Assessment Model} OR {TIAM-UCL}OR {TIMES-

DK} OR {TIMES-VTT} OR {TIMES-Norway} OR {TIMES-Reunion} OR {China TIMES} OR {TIMES-EC} OR {TIMES 

energy planning tool} OR {Irish TIMES} OR {CA-TIMES} OR {TIMES-HEAT-POWER} OR {TIMES_PT model} OR 

{TIAM-FR} OR {Hybrid2} OR {iHOGA} OR {INSEL} OR {iGRHYSO} OR {HYBRIDS} OR {RAPSIM} OR {SOMES} OR 

{SOLSTER} OR {HySim} OR {IPSYS} OR {HySys} OR {Dymola/Modelica} OR {ARES} OR {SOLSIM} OR {HYBRID 

DESIGNER} OR {CO2DB} OR {MARKAL} OR {ETSAP} OR {MODERGIS} OR {TIMES-TUMATIM} OR {SEPIA-LEAP} 

OR {NATEM} OR {MATLAB/SIMULINK} OR {The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System} OR {AEOLIUS} OR {BCHP} 

OR {E4CAST} OR {EnergyPLAN} OR {TRADEEP-BALANCE} OR {H2RES} OR {HYDROGEMS} OR {INFORSE} OR 

{LEAP} OR {MESAP PlaNet} OR {MiniCAM} OR {ORCED} OR {PRIMES} OR {RAMSES} OR {SimREN} OR 

{UniSyD3.0} OR {WILMAR Planning Tool} OR {BALMOREL} OR {EMCAS} OR {EMPS} OR {energyPRO} OR 

{GTMax} OR {HOMER} OR {IKARUS} OR {MARKAL/TIMES} OR {TIMES model} OR {NEMS} OR {PERSEUS} OR 

{ProdRisk} OR {RETScreen} OR {SIVAEL} OR {TRNSYS16} OR {TRNSYS} OR {PRESIM} OR {TRNSED} OR {PREBID} 

OR {IREOM} OR {GEM-E3} OR {WASP} OR {BESOM} OR {CEPEL} OR {CHPSizer} OR {DER-CAM} OR {EFOM} OR 

{GREET} OR {HUD CHD Screening Tool} OR {HYPRO} OR {MENSA} OR {NESSIE} OR {PSR} OR {Samplan} OR 

{SGM} OR {UREM} OR {CEEM} OR {CHP capacity optimizer} OR {DIMES} OR {E3database} OR {Elfin} OR {H2A 

analysis} OR {HYDIVE} OR {HyTrans} OR {MOREHyS} OR {PSAT} OR {Ready Reckoner} OR {SEDS} OR {TESOM} 

OR {CIMS} OR {Dynemo} OR {ESME} OR {OEMOF} OR {OSEMoSYS} OR {REMIND-D} OR {REMix} OR {REMod-D} 

OR {TEMOA} OR {2050-Calc-ERI} OR {CGE-NCEPU} OR {CREAM-ERI} OR {DCGE-SIC} OR {EEM-ERI} OR {IO-TU} 

OR {IPAC-ERI} OR {IPAT-CUMT} OR {LEAP-TU} OR {MARKAL-TU} OR {Message-UCAS} OR {MRIO-CAS} OR 

{MSCGE-DRC} OR {PMP-TU} OR {POM-USTC} OR {TEDCGE-RU} OR {TIMES-TU} OR {TOM-RU} OR {MARKAL-

MSG} OR {MARKAL-EPPA} OR {TIMES-EMEC} OR {MESSAGE-MACRO} OR {MARKAL-MAKRO} OR {Calliope} OR 
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{dhmin} OR {Dieter} OR {Dispa-SET} OR {ELMOD} OR {EMMA} OR {energyrt} OR {MATPOWER} OR {minpower} 

OR {NEMO} OR {PANDAPOWER} OR {proview} OR {psst} OR {PyOnSSET} OR {pypower} OR {pypsa} OR 

{Rtradeass} OR {Rivus} OR {urbs} OR {DESSTinEE} OR {DynPP} OR {EMLab-Generation} OR {eso-x} OR {Energy 

Transition Model} OR {EnergyNumbers-Balancing} OR {Genesys} OR {GridCal} OR {MEDEAS} OR {OnSSET} OR 

{PowerMatcher} OR {SIREN} OR {SCIGRID} OR {SimSES} OR {StELMOD} OR {Homer®}) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY( 

"decarbon*" OR "low carbon" OR "renewable energy" OR "sustainable energy" ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( 

"energy system*" OR "energy polic*" OR "energy transition" ) AND DOCTYPE ( ar OR re ))) or (TITLE-ABS-KEY ( 

"energy system* modelling" OR "simulation tool" OR "modelling tool" OR "optimization models" OR "Energy 

system optimization models" OR "Simulation Model" ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( "energy polic*" OR "energy 

transition" )) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( SRCTYPE,"j" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE,"English" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( 

DOCTYPE,"ar" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( DOCTYPE,"re" ) ) AND ( EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR,2019) ) 

 

During the construction of the corpus the experience has been made that modelling and simulations 

are commonly done by technical engineers, economists, physicists and other disciplines on different 

systemic levels in the field of energy. The understanding of modelling and simulations can differ 

between these fields and partly also within the fields themselves. Some of the authors would describe 

one approach as simulation whereas another author would not refer to it as simulation. This diversity 

makes it difficult to find an optimal search query, which covers all relevant fields. Furthermore, we 

assume that we have the same understanding of modelling and simulation as the actors of the 

community have. Due to this, a search approach, which is based on the dedicated used computer-

based models seems to be a good compromise. The tools were developed and are used in energy-

related contexts. This focus helped in finding a justifiable balance between noise and relevance. The 

interaction with the literature on energy modelling and simulation in Scopus furthermore revealed 

that specific authors seem to stay with the same modelling tool. This could be an indication that the 

modelling tools themselves are a strong building force for the epistemic community on energy 

modelling and simulation.  

A limitation of the search query may further be the changing contexts of the discourse on energy 

transition across the time line. Currently a lot of the discourse on energy transition is embedded in 

the climate change debate. In the 1970s and the 1980s energy security debate were more important 

factors, due to the energy crisis. Our search query is based on the terminology of 2018. This may 

discriminate publications from earlier years in which other terms may have been used. Furthermore, 

it cannot be guaranteed that all modelling tools have been considered, as it turned out that a high 

diversity of different modelling tools exists. Effort was put in, to always integrate new modelling 

approaches as soon as they were identified, but still, some may be missing. Another limitation may be 

if the modelling tool is not named in the title, abstract and keyword section. The generic search term 

might have mitigated the effects of this.  

Due to the above-mentioned limitations the completeness of the corpus can only be guaranteed for 

the defined parameters i.e., among the search terms. This means that there still will be modelling and 

simulation activities, which have not been covered adequately by the search query. However, these 

should be the exception as the search string bases on a broad literature review. 
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Trade Case Corpus – Complete search term 

 

TITLE-ABS-KEY ( ( model* )  OR  ( simulat* )  OR  ( "computable general equilibrium" ) )  AND  TITLE-

ABS-KEY ("trade poli*"  OR  "neighbo* poli*"  OR  "regional trade" OR “interregional trade” OR 

“multilateral trade” OR  "cohesion pol*"  OR  "free trade"  OR  "trade agreement*"  OR  "trade 

liberalization"  OR  "trade openness" OR “European neighbor*” OR “Cross border cooperation” OR “regional 

cooperation”) AND  DOCTYPE ( ar  OR  re ) AND  ( EXCLUDE ( PUBYEAR ,  2019 ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-

TO ( LANGUAGE ,  "English" ) ) AND  TITLE-ABS-KEY ( ( "computable general 

equilibrium" )  OR  ( "dynamic general equilibrium" )  OR  ( "dynamic gravity model" )  OR  ( "equilibrium 

model" )  OR  ( "general equilibrium model" )  OR  ( "general equilibrium trade model" )  OR  ( "gravity 

model*" )  OR  ( "CGE" )  OR  ( "GE model*" )  OR  ( "spatial equilibrium model" )  OR  ( "standard gravity 

model" )  OR  ( "traditional gravity model" )  OR  ( "dynamic applied general equilibrium" )  OR (“applied 

general equilibrium”)  OR  ( "equilibrium displacement model*" )  OR  ( "comput*" )  OR  ( "agricultural 

trade policy simulation model" )  OR  ( "agro-economic modelling " )  OR  ( "simulation of global 

agricultural" )  OR  ( "augmented gravity model" )  OR  ( "calibrated model" )  OR  ( "model 

simulation" )  OR  ( "modified gravity model" )  OR  ( "partial equilibrium model" )  OR  ( "simulation 

model" )  OR  ( "monte carlo simulation" )  OR  ( "simulation experiment" )  OR  ( "dynamic estimation 

model*" )  OR  ( "macro models" )  OR  ( "neighbourhood model*" )  OR  ( "empirical* 

modelling" )  OR  ( "input* *output model*" )  OR  ( "multi-regions OLG model" ) OR (“agent 

based*”) OR  ( "GMR*" )  OR  ( "gtap model" ) OR  ( "hov 

model" )   OR  ( "QUEST" )  OR  ( "DSGE" )  OR  ( "TEQUILA model*" )  OR  ( "garbage can 

model*" )  OR  ( "HERMIN" )  OR  ( "ReEDS" ) OR  ( "Grossman-Helpman 

model" )   OR  ( "GTAP*" )  OR  ( "EDM model*" )  OR  ( "*magpie"  W/8  model* )  OR  ( "TIA 

model*" )  OR  ( "rhomolo" )  OR  ( "thor model" )  OR  ( "GEM-E3" )  OR  ( "iMAP" )  OR  ( "magnet 

model" )  OR  ( "Eaton-Kortum model" ) OR (“NEG model*”) OR (“Global Production Efficiency Model”) 

OR (“RF model*”) OR (“MRIO”) OR (“dynamic Heckscher Ohlin”) OR  ( "Heckscher-

Ohlin"  W/8  simulat* )   OR  ( "Melitz"  W/8  dynamic )  OR  ( "Melitz"  W/8  simulat* ) OR  ( equilibrium  

PRE/4  model* ) OR ( comput*  W/8  model* ) OR ( equilibrium  W/8  simulat* ) OR ( predict*  W/8  simulat

* )) AND NOT TITLE-ABS-KEY (“polymer”) 

 

 

The final trade search string provided a total of 1,834 publications, with relevance close to 99%, 

following a manual analysis of the results. The advantage of using Positive-OR List: The OR list searches 

for specific modelling approaches and related terminology in our policy fields, not only reduces noise 

significantly (close to 0%), but it also allows a more flexible approach in terms of the policy terms used. 

What this means is that because we are looking only for specific modelling approaches, by adding an 

additional policy term the level of noise does not increase.  

Potential limitations of using the OR-List: The problem of Completeness (and Potential Solution) 

In comparison to the exclusion list, this search strategy is restrictive: it searches only for the specific 

mention of the modelling approaches and key words. In order to ensure reliability and the highest 

possible level of completeness, these results were compared to the wide search employed in Step 1. 

This means that we performed an in-depth scan of the abstracts resulting from the difference between 

the 5,741 articles yielded by the wide search and the 1,890 restricted search. Relevance in this case 

was under 5%. This step was also used to search for additional terms to be added to the OR-List: i.e., 

the question of whether there are more modelling approaches missed by our list. Since the relevance 

of the excluded articles is very low, the conclusion can be safely made that our final list has a high 

level of completeness.  

Regarding noise, there were also some issues relating to the way the Scopus database delivers results, 

sometimes with errors. For e.g., the last term of the trade search string excludes the term “polymer”. 
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There were 2 chemistry-related papers included, which are not relevant. Further scan of the results 

did not reveal more similar terms. Adding the AND NOT here solved the issue. 

In other words: If the wide Step 1 search yields 5,700, and the Step 2 AND NOT search around 3,500, 

then there are approx. 2000 articles that can potentially have relevance beyond what the OR-List 

gives. A scan of the first 100 abstracts revealed at most 1 or 2 potentially relevant (some type of gravity 

model, or otherwise not immediately apparent that MODELLING was used). Furthermore, the last 100 

articles from the 2000 that Scopus shows close to 0% relevance. 

 

 

2. Bibliometric analyses 
Bibliometric analyses served to explore the structural, institutional, and personal (author) constitution 

of the modelling communities and to identify potential sub-communities. 

We used the Scopus online analysis tool for a basic overview on the corpora, extracting and 

interpreting analyses and visualizations concerning the publication year, sources of publication, 

geographical and institutional hotspots, and authorship frequency. These analyses provided first 

indications on the structural characteristics of the respective scientific communities (e.g., in terms of 

geographic or institutional concentration). 

To further explore the corpus, we created and interpreted various bibliometric networks using 

the software tool VOSviewer (see http://www.vosviewer.com and van Eck/Waltman 2013), developed 

by the Centre for Science and Technology Studies, Leiden University, The Netherlands. Bibliometric 

networks consist of nodes, which can represent authors, scientific articles, publications, or key terms. 

The lines represent the relations between the nodes. The relations most common in the relevant 

literature are citations, co-authorships, (keywords) co-occurrences (Van Eck/Waltman 2014). Citation 

relations can be further differentiated between direct citations, co-citation and bibliographic coupling 

relations. We conducted the following bibliometric analyses for each of the two corpora: 

• Citation network: A citation network is a network in which documents (i.e., articles and reviews) 

have a relation to each other, if there has been a citation between these two documents. A 

citation network furthermore has a temporal dimension in it – meaning that a citation can only 

refer to a (cited) document, which is older than the citing document. The analysis only covers the 

corpus itself and not the cited references of the corpus or the articles which cite the documents 

of the corpus. We set the citation limit within the Citation Map to be at least 10 citations. 

Therefore, articles, which have received less than 10 citations in Scopus were not considered. This 

was primary a pragmatic decision which served to reduce complexity of the network to find the 

core clusters of the citation network. Besides, the isolates (i.e., single articles, which have no 

connection to the other articles in the corpus) were neglected. The citation network served to 

identify key publications within the corpus (in terms of citations), groups of articles that are linked 

by citations (clusters) as well as articles that act as a bridge between different topics.  

• Co-citation network: The co-citation network measures and visualizes the frequency with which 

two documents are cited together by a third. The larger the “number of publications by which two 

publications are co-cited, the stronger the co-citation relation between the two publications” (Van 

Eck/Waltman 2014, p. 287). This can provide further insights on different facets of a scientific 

community or epistemic field.  
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Regarding clustering parameters and the citation measurements used, caution must be applied as 

there is an inherent natural tendency for older articles to have more citations compared to newer 

ones. We addressed this in three ways. Firstly, the use the normalized citation scores instead of 

the number of citations. The normalized number of citations “equals the number of citations of 

the document divided by the average number of citations of all documents published in the same 

year and included in the data […]. The normalization corrects for the fact that older documents 

have had more time to receive citations than more recent documents.” (van Eck /Waltman, 2018, 

p. 32). Secondly, we checked this core citation map (i.e., min. 10 citations) against the complete 

corpus citation map. This way the comparison revealed no strong tendencies (skewness) for 

particular time periods compared to the complete map. Thirdly, we triangulated the results using 

a map of all publication years. This illustrated that even though the corpus contains older 

literature, it is from the mid 1990s to early 2000s that trade modelling literature intensifies, 

increasing in citation numbers. This means, that citations are not (only) a function of the 

publication’s age.  

 Radicchi et al. (2004)  have a quantitative definition of a community, namely in a strong 

community each node has more connections within the community than with the rest of the 

graph. In VosViewer the number of clusters in a co-citation network cannot be set. However, on 

can influence the number of clusters by changing the resolution parameter on the 'Analysis' tab. 

The higher the value of this parameter, the higher the number of clusters. The default value is 1.0. 

Typical values are between 0.5 and 2.0. The choice of the resolution parameter was made in such 

a way in order to obtain a level of granularity that fits well with our research question. For some 

questions a high level of granularity might be needed (i.e., a relatively large number of clusters), 

while for other questions a low level of granularity is better (i.e., a relatively small number of 

clusters). For this paper, our aims are to showcase the two domains and focus on two main 

clusters exemplary. We did not wish to focus on sub-clusters within the two main modelling sub-

communities (this could be the focus of further research), case which would require a more fine-

grained approach to resolution.  

• Bibliographic coupling:  In contrast to co-citation networks, in bibliographic coupling networks, 

the relatedness of items is determined based on the number of references they share. Therefore, 

it is the opposite of a co-citation analysis. Two documents are bibliographically coupled when they 

both cite one or more documents in common. In other words, bibliographic coupling measures 

the overlap in the reference lists of the corpus documents. The "coupling strength" of two given 

documents is higher the more citations to other documents they share. It is like the co-citation 

analysis a measure for the similarity of documents and therewith an indicator for different 

thematic foci within the scientific communities.   

• Co-author analysis:  In a co-authorship network the nodes of the network are real societal 

actors. It allows the identification of well-connected authors in the community. An author who 

has constantly co-published articles in cooperation with other authors within the corpus 

therefore has a high centrality. 

 

Each of the presented analyses was performed several times using different settings (for example, in 

terms of counting mechanisms or minimum of citations) before a final setting was decided. Pre-

processing steps were necessary. For example, we developed an author thesaurus to deal with 

ambiguous names and incomplete information in the bibliographic data. We downloaded the data 

and visualization of the various analyses and interpreted them according to our research interests, 

i.e., the constitution of the modelling communities, respective epistemic practices, and the link to 
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socio-political discourse. To deepen the understanding, we characterized individual clusters by means 

of screening and describing the titles and abstracts of core publications. Overall, the bibliometric 

analyses served to explore the modelling domains regarding the key authors as well as the topics and 

modelling approaches around which sub-communities emerge. 

 

We further used the text mining functionality of the VOSviewer tool to construct and visualize key 

terms and their relations within the corpora. We performed two analyses:  

• Co-occurrence analysis: The keyword co-occurrence map relates two items to each other if they 

co-occur together. The analysis is based on the keywords chosen by the publications and/or 

authors and are part of the bibliographic data downloaded from Scopus. Networks of co-occurring 

keywords (or terms) constitute an additional measurement of relations between documents. 

Keywords are not always restricted to individual words. Most times these contain multiple words 

or key terms. For example, if in two documents the keywords “climate-change” and “renewable 

energy sources” appear in the keyword section then these two documents are related to each 

other and the two keywords are connected by a relation with the value 2 (because the keywords 

co-occurred in 2 documents). We selected the default option in VOSviewer, where terms with 

fewer than 10 occurrences are left out (van Eck/Waltman 2013, p. 31). This cut-off point excludes 

terms that due to low occurrence do not have high relevance for the corpus. VOSviewer also 

excludes terms with a low relevance score, calculated to increase the usefulness of the terms 

included in the term map.  

• Term-Map: The VOSviewer term map tool creates a two-dimensional map where terms are 

located in such a way that the distance between two terms can be interpreted as an indication of 

the relatedness of the terms. Generally, the smaller the distance between two terms, the stronger 

the terms are related to each other. The relatedness of terms is determined based on co-

occurrences in documents (van Eck and Waltman, 2014). VOSviewer uses a natural language 

processing algorithm (NLP) to identify the terms in a text corpus (here abstracts of scientific 

articles and reviews). VOSviewer also calculates a relevance score (van Eck and Waltman, 2014). 

Terms with a high relevance score tend to represent specific topics covered by the text data, while 

terms with a low relevance score tend to be of a general nature with little informational content 

of the specific topic. By default, 40% of the terms are excluded based on their relevance score3. 

The term-map provides an overview of a research field, it allows identifying how different 

scientific subfields are interconnected.  

Before creating the co-occurrence and term maps with VOSviewer, we first constructed a 

terminological thesaurus, based on the standards in the relevant literature (Berry/Castellanos 2004; 

Tsujii/Ananiadou 2005). There are several categories of items4 that needed to be organized (i.e., 

extracted/deleted, corrected typos, and merged) before constructing the co-occurrence map. First, 

there are irrelevant words (or pairs of words), which appear in the list for technical reasons, e.g., 

names of publishers, or functional words such as ‘article’ or ‘analysis’. Secondly, words have different 

spelling or some words have common stems but different variations in terms of affixes (or associated 

words). Third, there is a high level of variation in terms of the words and concepts used to describe 

                                                           
3
 Further details on the methodology can be found in the VOS Manual: 

http://www.vosviewer.com/documentation/Manual_VOSviewer_1.6.10.pdf  
4
 Items here refers to the list of relevant words that is the output of the VosViewer analysis of co-occurrence map.  
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the same phenomena - or otherwise synonymous expressions. These terms should be merged under 

the same conceptual umbrella as much as possible to generate a more reliable map. Moreover, 

different settings (e.g., in terms of relevance score, type of counting,) were tested before the most 

appropriate and insightful one was chosen. We interpreted the resulting co-occurrence and term-

maps with the aim to (1) uncover the importance of and relations between the main concepts, 

MODELLING tools and topics within the corpus, and (2) uncover research themes and topics beyond 

the research and keywords used to construct the corpus. 

 

3. Qualitative text analysis  
The bibliometric analyses of the corpora of scientific articles served to gain an overview on respective 

scientific communities, modelling approaches and issues of relevance in the respective field. In-depth 

qualitative analyses of selected articles enriched the analyses of the following issues: 

a) How modelling is linked to socio-political issues and how socio-political narratives are 

(re)produced, opened, or closed, through the use of models and simulations 

b) What distinct epistemic practices stabilize around different modelling approaches, including 

preferred data, model structures and procedures, quality criteria, and the presentation of models 

and model results. 

For the qualitative analyses, we selected 20 articles from each corpus. Following the strategy of 

purposeful sampling, we aimed for articles that 

a) Illustrate typical modelling approaches in the respective field: We strived for variation in modelling 

approaches but also aimed at comparing articles based on the same approach (e.g., 

MARKAL/TIMES in the energy domain).  

b) Illustrate typical issues addressed by MODELLING in the respective field: Again, we strived for 

variation in issues but also similarity. 

c) Report about the development or application of modelling, i.e., we excluded review articles for 

the analysis. However, review articles provided important information and guidance for the 

analysis and interpretation of the quantitative and qualitative analysis and were therefore read in 

parallel. 

d) Are of high relevance in the respective fields/communities. 

The (generic) selection procedure was the following: 

1) The starting point for the selection was the respective Citation Map derived from the VOS Viewer 

Analysis (see above).  

2) The Citation Maps allowed the identification of clusters of related articles. On the basis of these 

clusters, we selected few (not all) clusters that are a) most relevant (in terms of size or position in 

the network), b) represent variations in terms of MODELLING approaches and issues addressed. 

It was not the aim to cover all clusters but to select the most relevant and interesting.  

3) Depending on the number of selected clusters, a few articles (at minimum two) were selected 

from each selected cluster. Articles were selected based on their relevance (within the corpus and 

cluster), measured by the citations and/or links. 

4) Since the citation map favors older articles, a number of more recent articles was additionally 

selected based on the bibliographic coupling analysis.  
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The selection process was iterative, meaning that initially only some articles were selected based on 

the procedure outlined above. Further articles were added during the analysis based on analytical 

considerations and the level of saturation.   

At the core of the qualitative analysis was a close reading of the articles to develop an understanding 

of the text, the argumentation, underlying meaning-making processes, and narratives. We jointly 

developed a coding scheme, covering mainly generic aspects and descriptive ordering codes, that was 

applied across the three domains. In addition, we developed new codes inductively from the single 

texts. These codes served to capture the specific socio-political narratives and distinct epistemic 

practices in the single domains. we reconstructed the dominant problem and solution narratives that 

are (re-)produced in modelling activities. Problem narratives refer to the construction of the 

underlying problem or question for which the modelling activities are applied and its embedding in 

wider socio-political issues and debates. Solution narratives consists of those statements that link the 

modelling results to (actual or potential) socio-political actions, by supporting or rejecting existing 

strategies or policies or by suggesting new responses.  

 We used the analysis software MAXQDA to facilitate the coding process. In addition to coding, we 

wrote summaries for each text on key aspects such as modelling approach, socio-political 

contextualization, and presentation style.  
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